Continuous quality improvement (CQI) systems enable organizations to get better and better at what they do, thereby increasing the value of the products they make or the services they provide. This editorial argues that CQI principles are closely related to the goal of this journal to advance best practices in health promotion. To this end, contributors of articles are called on to write a discussion section that offers soaring insights alongside practical takeaways for our readers. Unlike other sections of an article, the discussion section is where scientists should feel emboldened to speculate, admit surprises, and muse about possible cause and effect relationships they found gratifying or troubling. The discussion section is our window into how today's best practices are informing next practices or are about to be supplanted by a better idea.
The 2 quality improvement methods I know best are Six Sigma and Kaizen and, like the game of chess, these continuous quality improvement (CQI) systems are easy to learn but take a lifetime to master. And like chess players, some play the game earnestly, others casually, and many dislike chess and avoid it altogether. The philosophy behind CQI would seem hard to oppose given it is about getting better and better at what you do and improving the value of the product you make or service you provide. What's more, increasing the efficiency of your processes for delivering these goods, according to quality stewards, needs to be your organization's paramount goal. Continuous quality improvement is nothing less than a quest for Csikszentmihalyi's vaunted "flow." 1 Many organizational leaders maintain that their core function is that of equipping their managers and staff with the skills and tools they need to continuously improve their operations. All functions within their companies-product development, sales, strategic planning, budgeting, customer service-are viewed through a quality improvement lens. As I review scholarly submissions to this journal, CQI for the health promotion profession is a lens that offers me focus when deciding between more studies than these pages have room to feature. In our "So What?" section, authors are asked "what does this article add?" and "what are the implications for health promotion practice or research?" Have these scientists discovered something, I wonder, that could change "best practices"?
There are countless things I am grateful for about my career so far, but one that consistently surfaces if I reflect on the work side of life is how many extraordinary mentors I've had to learn from. One was David Wessner, the CEO of Park Nicollet Health Services, to whom I reported to for 5 years. Before he took the helm at Park Nicollet, he led quality improvement initiatives at Geisinger Health System. Wessner affected annual, double-digit, revenue growth and a long-awaited return to profitability during his tenure at Park Nicollet. 2 As a student of "Lean Production" systems, Wessner accomplished this business turnaround while deploying upward of 150 rapid improvement events per year at the hospital and clinics. This deep commitment to "Lean" enabled Park Nicollet to reduce patient charges for 5 straight years, something unheard of during that time. The dilemmas attendant to leading such change were never lost on Wessner or those of us who were his fast followers. Leading change is not for the faint hearted.
Those of you reading this who have been health coaches know of the tremendous ambivalence experienced by those who want to quit smoking or lose weight. They kind of want to change but they really kind of don't. So it is with staff being led by company leaders espousing continuous improvement and providing training and tools for same. Those of us who fully embraced "Lean Principles" were said, by those who didn't, to have "drunk the Kool-Aid" with its connotation that our enthusiasm for Kaizen was cultish. Drivel, for sure. What I experienced was a studious immersion into a leadership science. Indeed, I'm far from the first to compare Lean principles to basic scientific methods. Measure, change something, measure again. It's a virtuous cycle if you view it as continuous improvement. But when it is viewed as tedious and unrelenting change, then dealing with resistance is part and parcel to implementing CQI. Leaders at organizations where Lean has been a way of being for decades rarely coach for ambivalence. For leaders like Wessner who institutionalized a change in philosophy, who transformed a culture, staff blow-back is as predictable as it is intractable.
The learnings I'm most grateful for from Wessner relate more to his uncommon moral courage and steady leadership compass than to his impressive technical competency. He was among an elite group of national leaders laying a concrete path from methods like Lean to the policy changes needed to reduce costs while improving quality in medical care. 3 I like to think I was an exemplary follower during the transformational culture change Wessner led in his large organization. This made being on his leadership team one of the most edifying times in my work life. In her book on "Followership," Barbara Kellerman bemoans our leadership centric orientation toward understanding organizational success. 4 There are no leaders if not for followers. Change is hard, and I admired how Wessner balanced that precarious line between offering empathy and support while expecting accountability and improved performance from his teams. Pulling hard on the oars of such a tippy boat means you're going to get wet.
Working Together for Success
As a member of a rowing crew, I'm reminded often of the marvels of being in synchronization as a team and the angst that can arise so quickly when we're not. As the saying goes in rowing, there are 2 kinds of rowers: those who have tipped over and those who haven't tipped over . . . yet. Rowing shells are as fast and beautiful as they are fragile and super tippy. Friends who see me glide by their house in my single shell tease that I'm rowing on a pencil. I know I have teammates who frown on how often I capsize. They're skeptical, I'm sure, of my rationale that if you're not getting wet you're not testing your limits. What I've felt though is an inexplicable bond that arises among those of us who test our limits, and get wet, together. Similarly, there is a wonderful esprit de corps among those of us who work in health care, especially the well-being team who have worked together through the struggles of trying to improve a profession. As much as we advocate "best practices," the term is just shorthand for our assessment of what processes, at present, seem most effective. But such is merely a marker along an improvement path that never ends.
Where some point fingers at ostensibly weak individual performers as the source of problems, Kaizen philosophy holds that poor processes, not people, are invariably to blame.
Wessner had instituted Six Sigma methods at Park Nicollet, but after 2 years, he replaced that approach with Kaizen. I suspect that it was his way of making sure more of us got wet together. Six Sigma, at least in my experience of it, had a back office feel steeped in statistical analysis where recommendations came from nerds who analyzed work flow from a safe, dry space. Like blogger trolls heckling from afar, they seemed to find plenty of problems but were largely clueless about root causes. Kaizen, in contrast, is a model where those doing the work are responsible for examining their own process, making recommendations for change and testing their limits together. It is sensitive to culture and change management issues because leaders work shoulder to shoulder with the work teams responsible for implementing change. Executives at Park Nicollet routinely led Kaizen events in departments we didn't manage so we could bring "fresh eyes" to a process. Carefully observing and documenting process details for weeks in areas like surgery or scheduling led to an appreciation for the magnificence and complexity of the work and an enlightened dislike of the root causes behind interruptions to work flow.
There are No Bad Apples
As with rowing on a pencil, making small frequent CQI adjustments rather than sweeping changes is the prudent way to get better and better without getting soaked. We need fresh eyes on best practices in our profession but we also need to be observant about whether incitements to change are based on balanced, data-informed opinions and real-world experience. "Facts Matter" is a bumper sticker that a top scientist in our field has added to his briefcase. It's an unhappy nod to our fake news era as well as a caveat relating to the downside of the democratization of information. This journal invites criticism, as any professional outlet must, though my bias clearly leans toward credible, science-informed sources. Self-criticism alongside that of our peers can be found routinely in the discussion sections of the articles in this journal.
That there are no bad apples is a core tenet of Kaizen. Where some managers point fingers at ostensibly weak individual performers as the source of problems, Kaizen philosophy holds that poor processes, not people, are invariably to blame. Indeed, Wessner changed human resources staffing policies to assure CQI teams that no layoffs would result from the efficiencies gained through Lean. That didn't mean he would acquiesce to detractors or delay implementing new best practices emanating from Lean. I noticed Wessner had a common rejoinder to those resisting change. It was both simplistic and shrewd: "Then bring me a better idea." To wit, it's something Obama has been saying for years about efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act. Another of my mentors, Dr. Lawrence Green, often wrote that if we are to build more evidence-based practice in health promotion, then we'll need more practicebased evidence. 5 Very Kaizen of him, I think. It was an acknowledgment of the limits of collecting data from afar and an encouragement of researchers interested in shaping best practices to come alongside those doing the work. Green, obviously, is okay with getting wet.
The Promise of This Journal's Discussion Sections
I hosted a phone meeting recently with this journal's editorial board and peer reviewers to discuss how we can accelerate our ever-improving impact factor, a metric showing how often our articles are being cited by others. We shared how grateful we editors are for the thoughtful and extensive narrative comments our reviewers are offering to this journal's authors. The peer review process is far from perfect, but it is the best scholarly commons I know of for researchers and practitioners coming alongside each other. Articles can go through 3 or more rounds of revisions, given reviewers are intent on fully understanding the processes being assessed and changed and are exchanging ideas and critiquing improvement recommendations that could shape best practices for the years ahead. I urged our reviewers to keep upping the bar on our expectations that our article discussion sections offer soaring insights alongside practical takeaways for our readers. Like a perceptive blog post that commands attention in spite of an overcrowded social media field, our goal is to bring you discussion sections that you feel compelled to share.
In our article Discussion Section I urge this Journal's authors to feel emboldened to speculate, admit surprises and muse about possible cause and effect relationships they found gratifying or troubling.
Social media could offer a rich and growing diversity of opinions about what constitutes best practices in health promotion but I avoid unhosted sites (the antithesis of peer reviewed) because of the few there trolling for bad apples or hawking selfpublished books that rehash old ideas as if they were new. Like the Six Sigma nerds, they lack an appreciation for what it is like to come alongside. As the more edifying alternative to blogs, let me offer what you can expect to find, and will never find, in our discussion sections. On the "never" side, you will never read that health promotion professionals are unethical failures and that nothing in wellness has ever worked. You also won't read that health promotion scientists are frauds, criminals, and idiots. Is it any wonder I've stopped reading unhosted media? Do yourself the same favor.
Here is why I hope you turn to this journal's peerreviewed discussion sections far more than social media. Here, you will read how findings of a study conducted by the authors compared to studies that came before. Their discussion about related research will be balanced in order to compare and contrast findings, not cherry-picked to support a narrow view. This is not the "findings section," so authors should feel emboldened to speculate, admit surprises, and muse about possible cause and effect relationships they found gratifying or troubling. Most of all, you'll read here about real discoveries. The discussion section is your window into how today's best practices are informing next practices or are about to be supplanted by a better idea.
I know how active David Wessner is in retirement, and in researching this editorial, I was happy to see that he had been checking in on a social media site and sharing advice on how to get the most out of a Dobro, a "single cone resonator" guitar. I recall Wessner needed to take a break from playing guitar due to a wrist problem. He went on to be executive producer of Patterns of Evidence, a nationally recognized documentary film on the Exodus. 6 Music is also a passion that plays to Wessner's drive to discover and, like rowing in a racing shell, performing music is a never ending team challenge. I love the thought of him playing in sync with others again, bringing a crescendo of resonance to a performance. Given his extraordinary focus throughout his career on the technical gradations of quality systems, and with his disciplined and buttoned-up persona, no one would have guessed he once played warm-up for the garish Alice Cooper band.
Wessner will advance best practices in Dobro playing because he combines a compulsivity about doing a thing just right with a commitment to doing the right thing on behalf of others. I hope there are not a couple of angry loners who fume incessantly about Dobro players on the site where Wessner offers assistance. If they start grumping about a technical tip Wessner is offering, I can predict his answer: "Do you have a better idea?" Paul E. Terry, PhD Editor in Chief, American Journal of Health Promotion President and CEO, Health Enhancement Research Organization (HERO)
